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We present sampling designs for estimating total areas sf habitat types and total fish numbers in small streams.
Designs are applied independently within strata constructed on the basis of habitat unit type and stream reach.
Visual methods for estimating habitat areas and fish numbers are used to increase sample sizes and thereby reduce
errors of estimation. Visual estimates sf area are made for all habitat units, and visual estimates of fish numbers
are made for systematic sarnpies of units within given habitat types. Use of systematic sampling circumvents the
requirement for a preexisting map of habitat unit locations and simplifies selection of units. We adjust for possible
proportional bias sf visual estimation methods by calibrating visual estimates against more accurate estimates
made in subsamples of those units for which visual estimates are made. In a test application sf these sampling
designs, correlations between visual estimates and more accurate estimates were generally high, r > 0.90. Calculated 95% confidence bounds on errors of estimation were 13 and 4 6% for total areas of p o l s and riffles,
respectively, and were 17 and 22% for total numbers of 1 steelhead trout (SaSmo gairdneri) and juvenile coho
salmon (Oncorhynchus kisuteh), respectively. Our methods appear to offer a cost-effective alternative to more
traditional methods for estimating fish abundance in small streams. In addition, visual estimation surveys can
produce detailed maps sf the areas and locations of ail stream habitat units.
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Les auteurs pr6sentent des protocsles dF6chantillonnage pour Itestimation de la supedicie totale de types d'kabitats et du nombre total de poissons de petits cows d'eau. Les protocoles sont appliques indepndamment A
IPint6rieurde strates d6termin6es partir du type unitaire des habitats et de la section des cours d'eau. Bes
m6thodes visuelles d'estimation de la supdicie des habitats et du nombre de psissons sont utilis6es afin d'aecrsttre la tailie des 6chantillons et, ainsi, de reduire les erreurs d'estimation. Des estimations visuelles de superficie
sont r&a!is$es pour toutes Bes unites d'habitat et dd'autresportent sur le nombre de poissons se trouvant dans des
kchantillons systematiques d1unit6s au sein de types d'kabitats donnes. L16chantiBlonnagesysternatique prrnet
de contourwer la nkcessit6 de disposer d'une carte pr6cisant les emplacements des unites d'habitat et de simplifier
leur choix. Les biais prsportionnels eventuels des m6thsdes d'estimatisn visuelle ssnt corriges par ~talsnnage3
partir d'estimatiows PIUS
exactes sbtenues de sous-6chantillsns des unites ayant fait B'objet d'estirnatissrs visuelles.
Les auteurs ont obtenu, au cours d'un essai de mise en application de ces protocoles, des corr6latisns entre les
r6sultatsdkstimations visuelles et ceuw dkstirnations plus exactes qui s'averaient g6neralement &levees(r > 0,90).
hes limites de confiance 95 % calcul&s des erreurs d'estimatisn 4taient de 13 et 16 % pour, respectivernent,
les supedicies totales des fosses et des hauts-fonds et de 17 et 22 % pour le nombre total de truites arc-en-ciel
(Salrno gairdneri) 1 et de juv6niles de saurnons cohos Bncorhywchus kislstch). Les rn6thsdes present6es sernblent constituer une solution de remplacement rentable aux m6thodes plus classiques d'estimation de I'abondance des poissons dans les petits csurs d'eau. De plus, Ies inventaires par estimations visuelles permettent de
produire des cartes detaill&s des zones 6tudi6es et des emplacements de toutes les unites d%abitat d k n cours
d'eau.
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&in (1984) showed that typical surveys fm estimation
o f fish abundance in smdl streams are two-stage smpling designs, Errors of estimation arise from two
sowces: (a) extrapslation from a small number sf sampled
stream sections to an entire stream and (b) estimation o f fish
numbers within sampled sections. H d i n ( 1 984) gees
that smpled sections should be made equivalent to natural habitat units a d &at independent samples should be &awn from

within strata constructed on the basis of habitat unit type a d
location. He then proposed several alternative two-stage s m pling designs md compued their prfomances in several plausible settings.
's research was that
The most important conclusion o f M
errors of estimation s f fish numbers within selected units (second stage errors) are likely t~ be small compued with errors
that arise due to variation in fish numbers or densities between
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sampled units (first stage errors). There are a variety of methods
whereby first stage errors can be reducd though choice of
s a p l i n g design. When fish numbers within habitat units are
pmrly comela~dwith auxiliary variables such as habitat unit
size, however, errors of estimation can be substmtidly reduced
only by increasing the m m k r of sampled habitat units (increasing the first stage sampling fraction).
Budget limitations may rule out a luge first stage smpling
fraction if costly md time-consuming e%ec&ofishing/remova1
methds or mak-recaptu~ methods are used to estimate numk r s sf fish within selected units. An alternative to these rnethd s Is visual estimation based on independent counts sf fish by
divers. Although visual estimates of abundmce may be less
accurate than those obtained using other methods, the average
time md expense required to sample a given unit may be much
less than fm other methods SO that the first stage smpling kaction may be substantidly increased for a fixed total survey cost.
Diver counts have k e n previously used to assess fish abundance, principally in larger streams m d rivers (Northcote and
WiIkie 1963; Schill md Griffith 1984; Gardiner 1984; Hicks
a d Watson 1985). Reported variation between visual estimates
of abundmce by indepndent divers has k e n small (Northcote
and Wikie 1963; Sehill md Gpiiffith 1984), indicating that visu d estimates m y often be precise (have small variance). Bias
of visual estimates has rarefy been determined, however, USUdly because there has k e n no suitable method fm making an
extremely accurate estimate with which to judge bias sf visual
estimates. Northcote a d Willtie (1963) found that divers undercounted the number of fish actually present and that degree sf
negative bias appeared species dewndent. (Tme numbers of
fish present were detemined by pisoning.) Diver counts may
t h s be quite precise but, because they are not unbiased, heir
use requires correction for bias in estimators for abundmce md
emor of estimation .
The feasibility md accuracy s f visual methods for estimation
sf fish abundance in smdl streams have not been previously
assessed in the fisheries literature- One advantage of working
in small streams is that more accurate populatim estimates can
be m d e using dtemative methods sf estimation (such as
removal gar mark-recapture methds). If these more accurate
methods generate estimates with very smail errors, then these
estimates may be assumed equal to the "true" numbers m d
they may be c ~ m p m dwith diver counts to establish bias of
visual estimates. If a consistent propation of those fish actually
present are counted (so that proprtional bias is nearly csnstat), then one c m calibrate or adjust diver counts by the ratio
of true fish numbers to diver counts and obtain an approximately unbiased estimate of the m e number of fish present.
Errors of estimation of adjusted diver counts may then be cdculated based on (a) between-diver variation and (b) the correlation between diver counts and "true" numbers of fish.
In this paper we present. practicd smpling designs for estimation of fish abundance and total habitat area in small streams
based ow visud estimation sf fish numbers a d habitat meas.
The effectiveness of these s a p l i n g designs depends Dn the
cornelations between visual estimates and comespnding true
habitat areas m d fish numbers. True habitat areas a d fish numbers axe assessed using more accurate methods of rneaswement
01estimation in a subset of those units in which visual estimates
are made. Systematic smpling is rased for selection of units,
where unit ordering is the natural stream location sequence,
thus ckcumventing the requirement for a preexisting m p of
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habitat units (Hankin 1984) m d simplifying selection sf sample
units.
Results of applications suggest that the increased f i s t stage
smpling fraction achievable with diver counts will usually
more than compensate for increased errors of estimation within
selected units by substantial reduction in first stage variance
md in totd errors of estimation. M e n compaed with more
expensive traditiond methods for estimating fish abundance and
habitat area, visud estimation methods offer a cost-effective
dtemative in small streams.

Hn this section we present brief developments of sampling
designs a d estimaton that can be used for estimation of total
habitat area md total fish abundmce in small streams based on
visual estimates. Sampling designs assume that habitat units are
first stratified according to habitat type (e,g. riffles, p o l s ,
glides) and location (e.g. lower, middle, upper reaches) so as
to generate a finite set s f habitat typ/location strata (e.g. the
upper p o l stratum; see Hankin 1984). Primary units within
strata we of unequal sizes, equivalent to the natural habitat units,
and each habitat $grp/lmation stratum is sampkd independently. Because strata me sampled independently, estimates of
fish abundance rn habitat area (and thek respective estimated
variances) e m simply be added across strata. to give estimates
of total fish abmdmce or habitat area (md estimated variances)
for specific habitat types (e. g . total number of fish in all riffles)
or for the entire stream (Hankin 1984). In the development thal
follows, stratum-specific notation has been avoided for
simplicity.
Estimation of Total Habitat Area
Visual estimates of habitat a e a s are made for all habitat units
within a given habitat t p f l w a t i o n stratum. A systematic $1 in
k) sample of units is & a m from this stratum and accurate estimates of habitat unit areas are made for each unit appearing in
the sample based on uniformly spaced measurements of stream
width. We assume that these accurate estimates of habitat area
have negligible errors so that they can be equated with h e true
habitat area.
mi = $pie areaof unit i; i = 1,Z,...,N
= Emi = true total area of d1 units
xi = vjsual estimate of area of unit i
Tx -- Exi = totd of visud estimates across d l units

M

It seems reasonable ts assume &at

Equations (I) a d (2) state that the true habitat unit sea, m,,
may be regarded as a random variable with expected value Qxi
and variance xi+, proprtiond to the magnitude of the visual
estimate of unit area, xi. They thus i n c o p m t e the reasonable
notion h a t possible disc~pmciesbetween visual estimates of
habitat mea and true habitat area will increase as habitat area
increases. If these assumptions are met, then the standard ratio
estimator is model-unbiasd (Cwhm 197'7, g. 158) and has
the f o m

where
PI

83

& = zmi/xx,
with sampling variance approximately estimated from a sample
by (Cmha~1977, equation 6.9):

If the model asumptisns a e not met, the51 the ratio estimator
is not model-unbiased, but bias will be smdl if the relation
between miand xi is linear and passes tbmugh the origin.
Estimation sf Fish Abundmce
Wiain .a given habitat typellocation straturn, a sy sternatic
sample of ga units is selected for which paired indepenknt diver
counts of fish numbep-9 me made for each unit in the sample.
In a random subsmple of these selected units, some more accurate method of estimating fish numbers is &so used to allow
calibration or adjustment of diver counts and cdculation of
errors of es~mdionwithin selected units. We assume that this
more accurate method of estimation has sufficiently small emrs
that estimaks o b ~ n e by
d this method may be regarded as equd
to the m e numbers of fish actually present in selected units,
Estimates of total fish akbundmce, and estimated variances for
these estimates, are cdculated based on adjusted diver counts
using an estimator approp~atefor two-stage sapling designs
with eeqd probability sekction of unequal sized primary units
(see H&in 1984).
y, = p e number of fish in unit i; i = 1,2,...,N
Y = Zy, = true total number of fish in all units
d, = touount of fish by diver j in unit i; j = 1,2
di = E dJ2 = mean diver count in urnit i
j= 6

pa'

n

number sf units for which both diver counts and
more accurate estimates of fish numbers are made
tot& number sfunits for which diver counts are made;
n )nP

=

-

The f ~step
~ in tcdculations involves obtaining adjusted estimates sf fish numbers within selected units (those that appear
in 8a but do not appear in n" md computing associated withinunit errors of estimation. (For those units that appear in n" the
more accurate estimates far yi should be used.) It seem reasonable to assume that di = yi when yj = 0 (i.e. if no fish m
present, then diver counts will be zero) and ?hat diver counts
become progessively less reliable as the number sf fish present
increases. Then, given the above definitions, the true number
of fish in habitat unit ican be estimated by
(5) ji = d$ (for i not in n')
where

&=

5

a'=

L

98'

y,l E d, (for i in nf).

di is the s m e as that specified for mi and xi in equations (1) and
Q2).
Emor of estimation of yi using equation $5) will depend on
(a) variation between diver counts within a unit and (b) enor
of estimation of R. An estimated vximec for ji,that incorporates both kinds of errors, may be calsulakd using Goodmm9s
(1960) result for the exact yariance of a product of independent
rmdom vz-riables (di md R will be statistically independent for
e' not in n"):

If between-diver variation (P(di)) is small, then P&) will be
zppmximately poportionat to the square of the mean diver
count, a result consisknt with the assumption that ddier counts
qecome less reliable as the number of fish present increases. If
V(di)is not small, then the Fist tern in equation (61, reflecting
between diver variation, may make a snbstmtial contribution
to error of estimation.
$Pgdj) is cdcdated empifically (Som 1976, p. 30) from
between-diver variation as

and p(&) is calculated using a standard ratio estimation approximation (Cochm 1977, equation 6. E 3):

where
Results itom equation (7) md (8) are then substituted in equation (6) to generate estimates of emow of estimation within
selected units (for a" not in a'). If y, md djwe highly cowelated,
then thesyared differences between yi and
should be small,
so that V(R)will d m be small. If, instead, yi and di areporly
correlated, then thesquared differences between y, and Rdi will
be I l q e so that be@?) will also be lage. The form s f equation
(8) thus pints out the imporface of consistency in the proportional bias of visual estimates as compared with me num$em sf fish present.
The total number of fish within a habitat typ/locatisn stratum can now be estimakd as

where n eequa1s the number of units in the systematic sample
(drawn from N) for which diver counts are made. Al&ough
equation (9) is statistically unbiased only when N/k = w, we
nd its general use even when Nk P n (see Appendix).
if the yi are highly conelated with visual estimates sf
habitat unit areas, xi, then a two-stage ratio estimator may be
preferable to equation (9) (see H d i n 1984, his equations (4)
and (@)*
variance sf this estimated total ern be
An estimat
calculated as
n 1984, his equation (3))

i= 1

d is a sample-based ratio estimator for R, the 9

e ratio of numbers of fish present to mean counts by divers. R will be the best
linear unbiased estimator of R if the relationship between yi and

where

N

In practice, it may be more practical to estimate the ratio (R)
of true numbers of fish present to (mean) diver counts based on
a random sample of units &awn from several habiWlaeation
strata of the same habitat type. For example, one m y be willing
to assume that R is a constant for all pools, or for d l p o l s
within upper and middle pwl strata. In that case, N in equation
(8) would refer to the sum of the numbers of p o l s located in
d1 such strata, md n' would refer to the total number of units
within these strata for which visual. estimates and more accurate
estimates of abundance were made. We have followed this practice in the example application presented &How.
Assessment of the Relative Pedommce of Visual Estimation
Equation (10) is a sample-based estimator for the true twostage sampling variance of P (Hankin 1984, his equation (2)):

-

N (N- n)
n

'sf i=- N f v&)

M

Zbi - J)21(N-l)
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and is unaffected
sample size, and j = YN. The true sampling variance of Y c m thus be separated into two terns. The
f i t tern in equation (1 1) reflects variation between unit totals
(fmt stage variance) md measures error sf estimation that arises
in single stage sampling (as if the unit totals were d l measured
without error)*The second tern reflects an additional contribution to variance due to "suubsmpling9' (estimating $I,)within
selected units (second stage variance). Totd smpling variance
is the sum of the contributions from the two stages of smpling.
As the first stage s
ling fraction increases, contributions
from both the fmt and second stages of sampling are reduced.
In contrast, use of a more accurate method of estimation at the
second stage will only reduce the contribution from the second
stage.
Raj (1968, p. 119) showed that the v p c t e d value of the first
term in equation (10) equals ~ ( f-i Wvi),the true total sampling variance of f less the cptribution from the second stage
when all units are sampled. mui)can therefore be estimated
from a sample as the second tern in equation (101, and a s m ple-baed estimate of the second tern in equation (I 1) (the conhibution from the second stage of smpling) can be obtained
as (Murthy 1977, p. 323)

Given v2, the conhibution from the f i t stage of sampling (the
first term in equation (11)) can be estimated from a sample as
V(Y) Finally, S: may be estimated as

v2.

c
s

where nv is the number of units for which fish abundance is
visually estimated, nElv is the number of units (out of n,) for
which abundance is (dso) estimated using a more accurate
method (here, electrofishing), md e, and c, are the average
costs per unit (in man-hours) of estimation using the two me&sds. If fish ahndmces were instead estimated using only the
more accurate method, then totd smp1hg-related costs would
be

n

where
S: =

estimate of Wui)).
Based on such cdculations, one may compare the expected p ~ o m m c e sof alternative methods that
could be used to estimate fish numbers within selected units.
In particular, one may contrast the expected p d o m m e e s of
visual estimation methods (with calibration) md more @a&tional methods such as electrofishing/removal method
estimation.
To compare the probable p e o m a c e s of estimators based
on visud estimation with those based exclusively on a more
accurate method (such as electrofishing), we assumed that the
total sampling-related costs of a visual estimation survey could
be expressed as

for from quation (13) can be used to cdsampling variances given dternaive Tist stage
ns, n/N (using quation (1I) md a sample-based

That is, the number of units in which the more
where n, >
accurate method could be used would be greater (for the same
cost) if fish numbers were not visudly estimated in additional
units.
Because CEand Cvme expressed in total man-hours, setting
C , .= CEshould result in approximately equal totA s w e y costs
for visud estimation (with calibration) md fm a more ac
estimation method (e .g . electrofishing). Other survey costs (per
diem, travel to study site, etc.) should be roughly propmtid~d
to the total mm-hows expended in survey smpling. For example, let e, = 5 md c, = 1. If fish abundance were visudly
estimated in 10 units (n, = 18) a d were estimated using a
more accurate method in 2 units (nElv= 2), then C, = (10)(1)
(2)(5) = 20. Setting C,
C , would give n,
4 if the
more accurate method were h e only method used to estimate
fish abundance. Based on this alternative sample size, expected
smpling variance for the more accurate method (E[V,(Y')])c m
be cdculated as

+

-

-

where N is the total number of units in a particular stratum, $
is based on sample data for that stratum, and second stage errors
of estimation are assumed negligible.
We used equation (13) and collected survey data to estimate
a distinct Sf for coho salmon and 1 steelhead trout in each
p o l or riffle habitat typllocation stratum. Given the total number of unit$ in a particular stratum md the calculated n, for that
s t r a w , we then cdculatd m optimistic (i.e. lower than would
in practice be achieved) expected total smpling variance for
electrofishing ( E [ v , ( ~
using
) ] )equation (16). This calculation
gave am optimistic notion of sampling vaimee for electmfishing because the solution for nE was always rounded up, md
quation (16) includes no second stage errors. That is, equation
(16) assumes that eleetrofishiiing would result in (perfect) emmeration of true unit totals.
Finally, we cdculated the net relative efficiency (see Hankin
1984)of the visual estimation survey as compared with a s w e y

+

based exclusively on elec&ofishing, For each fish species and
habitd typllmation straturn, net relative efficiencies $MU)
were cdculakd as
$17)

NRE (visual elecwofis~ng)=

~~~dfil

V(P,

Study Site Description
Sa~qlingdesigns were applied to estimation of habitat areas
md abundmces of juvenile mdromous salmonid
Creek, a third-order ' '
near Yachats- The
k basin is 14 h2
and the
stream drains direc
ific Ogem. A19 work was
conducted during July 1985 in the lower 9.6 h of Cu
Creek; a debris j
m prevents movement of anad~omsus
sdmonids beyond 9.6 b.How during the study averaged
0.8m31s at the month, and water ternpermre averaged about
15°C. Stream width ranged from 2 to 16 m and mean depth of
individual habitat units ranged from 8.1 to 1.3 rn. Gradient
averaged 2.5% and exhibitd little variation. Stream substrate
was cobble with gravel md some sand a d smd1 boulders.
Debris torrents and beaver d m s were co
developed side channels and flood terraces mcmed thoughout
the study reach.

ns Creek was first stratified into three mngiguous
reaches (upper, middle, k ~ e r sf
) about the same length based

on dis~butionpatterns of juvenile madromous sdmnids (from
previous sampling) md large woody debris. The s w e y began
at the mouth md prmeeded upstream to the appaent barrier to
upstream migration of anadromous sdmonids
Within a given reach, a fist tern of two iindividuds classified habitat. units as e i t k (1) riffle, (2) pool, (3) glide, s r (4)
side c h m e l .following Bisson et A. (1981). One individual
made a visual estimate of the area of each identified habitd
unit, a d both individualsjoint1y made acewak measurements
sf habitat unit areas in systematic samples of B out of 10 units
in the lower reach md 1 out of 20 units in the middle md upper
reaches (for each habitat type, using indepndent random star&
for each habitat type/lwation straturn). For accurate m a measurements, unit widths were measured at 1- or 2-rn intervals
dong the length of the unit and the mean of these meamments
was used to estimate mem width. Total unit area was then caHcuIated as h e product of unit length times mem width. Estimates sf total habitat m a s , and esthated variances for these
estimates, were cdeulated for each habitat typ/lw&ion stratum
using equations $3) md (4).Point estimates md variance estiross all three reaches to obtain estimates for the enti
for a p a t i c n l ~habitat type.
The first team dso marked (with flagging) units in which
2fish numbers were to be
by divers approxi
5 h later. 'This delay min
istwbmce to unit
diately prior to estimation of fish abundmce. Indepndent counts
sf fish were made by a tern of two divers? using mask md
snorkel, for each unit that appeaed in a systematic sample of
one in five units drawn kom each distinct habitat unit type
(using independent random starts f
seach habitat typilocation
straturn). Divers did not make counts in dl units that appeared
in these systematic samples, however* Divers sccasisndly
a
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FIG. 1. Plots s f accurate measurements against visual estimates of s e a for pols and riffles in Iswer
and middldupper reaches of C u m i n s Creek in July 1985. Plotted lines are forced though the origin
with s l s p s equd to the estimated ratios of measured s e a s to visually estimated weas.
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TABLE1 . Total wrrmkr of units (N), number sf units accurately measured (n),smple-bas4 estirn5tes sf ratios of accwtely maswed areas
toAvisudlyestimakd areas (Q), estimated total weas Jrnm2)sf all units
(Ad), estimated variances for estimated total m a s (V(M)), md 95%
mnfidence b u d s for estimated fofd areas (95% C.I.) for p o l s and
riffles in Imer, ~ d d l d u p p r md
, d1 reaches combined of C u m i n s
Creek in July 1985. Viwd estimates sf habitat. unit m a s were made
for dB units.

Riffles
Lower
62 6 1.066
Midd%e/uppr 124 7 0.926
All reaches

12 556

159 155

k 1026

19 208
31764

3 846 554

&ibSW
k5146

4005'709

(a,

TABLE
2. Estimatd total area (m2)
sf all habitat units
unadjusted
totals sf visual estimatgs (;k,$,total numkr of habitat units (N), estimated average areas 0,and unadjusted average areas from visual
estimates (3) for p l and riffle habitat type units in lower, middle,
and upper reaches of Curnmins Creek in duly 1985.
Habitat type/
location stratum M
~ w t x ~ 1 s 65
Middle p o l s
67
Upper p l s
67
Lower riffles
Middle riffles
Upper riffles

62

47
57

ha

T.

rn

2

94.4

95.4

2 358

6 2%)
5 458
2 292

88,4
35.2

34.2

12 556
11 598
'7 670

11 78%
I2 525
8 283

202.5

190.0

143.2
134.5

187.0

6141
5 925

85.9

145.3

failed to observe flagging before waking past or though a unit.
In all such instances but one, the divers prmwded 4 0 the next
unit (of a particular habitat tjpe) md made counts in that unit.
They then reverted to the original unit sapling sequence. In
addition, some selected riffle units in the upper reach sf Cummins Creek were very shdlow and were exwemely difficult to
sample by snorkeling. These units were sampled by divers but,
because we were unsure of the eflectiveness of such efforts, we
later eleetrofished selected weas within these units to verify
diver obsewations. We assumed that h e x minor departures
from true systematic samples did not substantively affect the
essential rmdomess with which sampled units were selected.
Divers entered the water d o w n s t ~ mfrom a se1ected unit
and proceeded sBowly upstream, identifying s p i e s m&or ageelass of fish and counting fish. The two divers positioned themselves near the midine of a selected unit a d moved though
the unit parallel to one mother, using hmd signals to coordinate
movements. Specks and numbers of fish counted were recorded
on Plexiglas slates that had surfaces roughened with sandpaper.
All observations of fish were made between 0900 a d 1600
when visibility was very g d , averaging 4-5 rn. Species identified md counted included juvenile coho salmon (Oncsrhyncku$ kisutch), O + a d 1 9 steelhead trout (h%kglmogairdneri),
md cutthrob trout (S. clarkii).
Diver counts were calibrated for each fish species md for
each habitat type against a more accurate method of estimation
in one out of three p o l s and riffles (of those snorHed) in the
lower and middle reaches md in one out of four pools a d riffles
Can. .
l
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(of those snorued) in the upper reach. These cdibration units
were a systematic subsmple drawn from those units previously
snorkled.
As a more accurate method of estimation, we used the
Morm-Zippn equal effort (elec&sfishing) removal method
estimator (Seber 1982), applied sep&ely to each species or
species/age-clas. A five-memkr tern made successive timed
removds (passes), using two elec&ofishingunits, in a selected
unit until the mrnbers of fish of each species removed on a
particular pass were either zero or kss than 10% 0% those
removed during the previous pass. The large size sf the elecbofishieag crew was deemed necessary in order to obtain population estimates with nmow confidence bounds. Many of the
sampled units, paticulaly in the Bower and middle reaches,
were t m Barge and complex to be. smpled effectively with a
single elec&oshmker. Mean numbers of passes per unit were
2.9 fm pools (range 2 4 ) and 2.2 for riffles (range 2-3).
If calculated bounds on errors of estimation of fish abundmce based s n removal method estimation were S3 fish for a
given unit, then we regarded the estimated number present as
sufficiently close to the true number of fish present to w m m t
use of this datum in calibmtion of diver counts. If calculated
confidence intends did not meet this c ~ t e d o nthen
, we omitted
such data from those used for calibration. We asumed that the
relation esbblishd between this more accurate mehod a d
diver counts heid for all stream reaches for a given habitat type
and fish species. We dso assumed that hose units actually used
for calibration constituted an essentidly rmdsm sample of all
units of that habitat type (with respect to the comespndence
between diver counts md more accurate eseimates).
Diver counts sf steelhead trout and coho s h o n were often
zero in m a y large upper reach riffles that were difficult ts
snorkel effectively. To check the validity of these counts, we
later electoeshed many of these units and did not find fish.
These units were not included in those used for cdibrabisn,
howevergbecause their selection was purposive.
Estimated total numbers of fish, by species and/or species8
s these estimaks were cakulated using
age-class, md v ~ m c eof
e q u ~ o n (5)-(16)
s
for each habitat Qpllocation stratum. Estimates were then su ed acmss d l thee reaches ts generate
separate estimates, by species, of the totd
sh in d l
wits of a particuiar habitat type. Estirndes
d across
habitat types to generate estimates of fish abundmce, by sgeeies, for the entire stream.

We restrict our presentation of survey results to estimation
of habitat areas and total abundmces of I f steelhead trout md
coho salmon in the two p~ncipalhabitat unit types: riffles and
pools. Side channels md glides csnstimkd less than 20% of
the total number of identified units md less than 5% sf the
estimated bad m a sf d l habitat unit types, Snorkeling was
judged not effective for estimation of the numbers sf 8 9 steelhead trout, md cutthroat trout were present in very small numbers compxed with B steelhead trout or coho salmon.

+

Habitat h f 2 8 ~
Come%atisns
between visually estimated habitat unit areas md
accwately measured areas exceeded 0.93 for all riffle and pml
habitaulocatioa strata (Fig. 1). Estimated total area of pool habit& was 14 425 m2, with 95% confideme bunds of f 1938 ma,

Pools

40

Diver Counts

Diver Counts

Diver Counts

Diver Counts

FIG.2. Plots of numbems of juvenile coho s d m n and 1 4 - steelhead trout estimated present (based on
multiple pass removd method estimates) against numbers counted by divers (mans sf two independent
counts) for pmls md riffles in Cummipas Creek hJuly 1985. Plotted lines itre faced though the migin
with slopes equd to the estimated ratios of accurately estimated numbers to visually estimated mmbrs.
TABLE3. hdepndent counts by divers (di, md
of 1
trout in p B s in ~ower,middie, md upper reaches of
in July 1985.
Lower p o l s
dia

diz

Middle p l s

41

Q%,

+ steelhad

Upper p o l s

41

4 2

TABLE
4. Sample correlations between visual estimates of numbers of
fish (I + steelhead trout md juvenile coho sdmon) md visual estimates a%habitat unit areas for p o l s and riffles in lower, middle, md
upper reaches of Cumins Creek in July 1985. Sample sizes are in
parentheses and significant conelations are denoted by superscript ""a"
(P < 0.05) or "b" (P < 0.01). No fish were observed in my of the
sampled upper riffle habitat units.
Habitat type/
location stratum

-

-

Steelhead trout
dn)

Lower p l s
Middle p o l s
Upper p o l s
Ml pools

0.420 (11)
0.515 (13)
0.487 (12)
0.53gb(36)

0.345 (I 1)
0. 177 (13)
Qe%$Clb(12)
0.533b(36)

Lower riffles
Middle riffles
MI riffles

0.419 (10)
0.108 (13)
0.206 (32)

0.633" (10)
0.132 (13)
8.277 (32)

-

md estimated tstd m a sf riffle habitat was 3%824 m2, with
9 5 8 confidence bounds af a 5146 m2 (Table 1). Cowfademe
bounds were thus from 13 to 16% of estimated mtal habitat
meas. Accurate measurements of habitat unit areas were made
in abut 7% of the identified pods md riffles.
840

Coho sdmon ( p e )

Average estimated areas of ~ 0 0 1 smd of riffles were similar
between Bower and middle pool a d riffle strata, but average
unit sizes were smdBef in the upper reach (Table 2). Average
area of riffles was about twice that of p H s within. lower md
middle reaches and about four times that of pools within the
upper reach.
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TABLE5. Estimated abundmees (fi of 1 + steelhead trout and juvenile
coho sdmon, tokd number of habitat units (m,sample sizes fy giver
counts (n),and estimated variances of a b u n h c e estimates (V(Y)va)in
lower, middle, md upper p B s and riffles and in d l pis, dl riffles,
md d1 pis and riffles h C u k n s Creek in Sdy 1985.
Coho sdmon
Habitat type/
Bw&ora stratum N

n

P

SkeIhead trout

P

V(fi

V(fi

Lower p o l s
Middle p l s
UPFH PIS
AM1 p l s

TABLE7. Estimated f i t and second stage contributions b estimated

variances of the estimated total numben of 1 + skelhead trout and
juvenile who salmon in Cumins Creek in Jdy 1985. Estimated mean
s q u d deviations between pri
unit t t I s are hdicakd by S;. No
1 + steelhead trout or juvenile coho salmon were found in the upper
riffle habitat stratum.
Habitat type/
location stratum

First stage
contribution

Second stage
contribution

%

~ t t ~ ~ hm
ep
anad
Lower pmb
Middle p l s

UPP
b w e r riffles
Middle riffles

h w e r riffles
Middle riffles
Upper rimes
All riffles

Nl pools and
riffles

4 106

196 054

81 805

3

(n

mean anumkrs qf fish pea habitat unit and mean
densities per unit of habitat m a (FIX, in fisgnim2)for f + steelhead
trout and juvenile coho salmon in lower, middle, and upper pol md
riffles in Curpawnins Creek in July 1985.

Coho sdmon
Habitat type/
location s~esltuwa

?

-*.

I\

FIX

Steelhead trout

9

-A

A

Y/X

Lower p a l s
Middle p I s
UPP'
Lower riffles
Middle riffles
Upper riffles

Calibration of Diver Counts
Figwe 2 prtrays data used to calibrate diver counts of steelhead trout md c o b salmon in riffles and pmls. Correlations
between diver counts md exhaustive removal method estimates
of abundance exceeded 0.94for steelhead trout md coho sdmon
in p o l s and for coho salmon in riffles, but diver counts a d
accurate estimates were less highly correlated for steelhead trout
in p l s 4%. = 0.61). Estimated ratios of fish present to mean
diver counts (R)were 1.010and 1.355 for coho salmon in p o l s
md riffles, respectively, md 0.970 me%1.051 for steelhead
trout. Thus, on average, diver counts were similar to accurate
s for coho sdmonn a d steehead trout in pools and steelhead trout in riffles, but were less than accurate estimates of
who sdmon in riffles.

Agreement between diver counts was g o d for most sample
units (Table 3); absolute differences between counts rarely
exceeded four fish md were no more thm two fish for most
units. Em91aM numbers sf coho salmon and steelbead trout
were largest in lower md middle p o l s a d lower riffles whereas
estimated numbers of fish were ~latively%maa
in
d%
middle riffles
a d upper pools. Diver counts were d
B zero for both species in
upper riffles.
on among estimated numbers of fish
between habitat units was luge in dl hbibawation strata for
bath species (with the exception of upper riffles), md no eleu
Cum.9. Fish. .4qwtB
Sci., Vo&.45, 1988

Coho sdmon
Lower IS
Middle p l s
UPPP PIS
Lower riffles
Middle rifles

T ~ L 8.ECdculated net relative efficiencies of visual estimation surveys compared with surveys baed exclusively on electro-fishing
removal method estimation for estimation of totid mmkrs of 14stekead trout and juvenile coho sdmon in Cummins C m k in July
1985. Visud estimates of fish numbers were z m in the upper riffle
strabapm for b t h species.

Net relative efficiencies
Habitat type/
location straturn

Coho sdmon Steelhead trout

Lower pools
Middle p l s
Upper p o l s
Lower riffles
Midde riffles

trends of fish numbers with unit locations within habitat type!
location strata were apparent.
Estimated numb$%of fish present in sampled habitat units
were not significantly correlated with habitat unit areas for most
habitat typdlwation strata. For habitat y p l l w a ~ o nstrata
where fish numbers a d habitat weas were significmt%yCOTrelated, condations were relatively low (Table 4) and did not
justify use of two-stage ratio estimation (see Hankin 1984).
arizes estimates of total abundance of coho
salmon and steelhead trout by habitat typllocation s t r a m . For
both coho sdmon md steelhead trout, estimated totals fm lower
p l and lower riffle strata were a b u t twice those for middle
p l asfad middle riffle strata. Within the same stream reach,
t0t.d~for pools were a b u t 3.5 times the totals for riffles. &timated totid abundance of coho s h o n in d1 pools and d l riffles
were 3300 md 806, respecti&re%y,
for a p o l md riffle t a d of
4106. The 95% confidence bound for the pool and riffle total
was 2 $86 fish ( 121.6% of the estimated total). h d s g o u s
estimates for steelhead trout were 2646 and 763 for d l pals
and d1 riffles, respectively, giving an estimated 3409 fish for
the pool md riffle total. The 95% confidence bound fm the
steelhead trout p
I md riffle totd was & 57%fish ( 2 16.$%
of the estimated total).
The wisdom of stratificationby habitat unit type and location
was supported by strong differences in average fish densities

mong habitat +/location strata. Mem estimatd densities sf
fish per unit area were much higher in goals md riffles from
the lower md miMe reaches than from the upper reach. Densities of fish per unit m a in p I s were 5-10 times those in
riffles within a stream reach for both species (Table 6). Steelhead trout md coho salman densities were similar within dl
habitat typ8lwation strat8 with the exception of upper pwHs
where steelhe& trout densities averaged about four times those
of coho sdrnon.

Relative Pedommce of Visud Estimation Methods
Con~bhstionst s estimated variance from the second stage s f
smpBing (reflecting within unit errors of estimation only) were
relatively small, in most cases, when ~ o m p a e dwith contributions from the first stage of sapling (Table 7). The majority
of cdculatisns thus supported the a pffori csnten~onthat errors
sf estimtion of fish numbers within units would be smdl comp ~ !&h
d rkS$Stage eRW8.
From the total number sf mm-hours expended in various
s w e y activities, we edculated that m average sf 0.5 mmhours per unit were expended in visual estimation of fish abundance. EBec&ofishtng/removd method estimation required m
average of 10 man-hours per uait.. Cdculakd net relative efficiencies for the visual estimation survey (with calibration) as
compued with an elec&ofishiag survey raged from 1.78 to
3 -33 across all species and habitat twdlmation strata md were
at least 2.00 in d l situations except for steelhead trout in lower
p o l s (Table 8). The correlation between diver counts and accurate estimates of Esh numbers were least strong for steelhead
trout in pools.

Visual methods proved ex&emelyeffective for estimdion of
habitat areas. Besides providing estimates with nmow 95%
confidence bounds 4 & 13-1696 of estimated total areas sf pools
a d riffles), survey results allowed consmctisn of deailed maps
of the lmations md sizes of all habitat units. Such m p s could
be used to eompm habitat unit sizes m&or sequences during
different months of the yea, or to evduate the effects of vaisus
habitat dterations. We emphasize, hswever, t k t accurate estimation of habitat seas requires that s6 single e x p ~ e n c e d
sbsemer be responsible for all visual estimates, It is unlikely
that visual estimates of habitat areas made by inexpe~enced
obxmers will be highly correlated with accurate measured
areas, and it is unlikely &a%several different experienced
obsemrers will share the $ m e proportional bias of visud
=timation.
ins Creek survey, estimated numbers of 1+
steelhead trou%and juvenile coho sdmon were not highly csrrelated with habitat uait sizes. More complicated sampling
designs based on ratio estimation or unequal probability selection of habitat units would not have been effective in such a
context (see Ha&n 1984). It is exactly under such c k c m stances, however, that visual estimation of fish numbers may
prove most effective. The total number s f habitat units for which
fish numbers could be estimated was dramtically increased
k o u g h use of visual estimation. This increased first stage sampling fraction resulted ia substmtial reduction in first stage
smpling enors and in total errors of estimation. As indicated
by cdeulded net relative efficiencies, this reduction in first
stage errors more than esmpssated for a modest increase in
second stage smpling errors.

The potential for a large fist stage smpling fraction offered
by visual estimation is, of course, to some degree compro~sed
by the requkement that the visual estimates be calibrated against
more accurate estimates, The time md expense necessary to
apply some highly accurate methd in a subsample of those
units within which visual estimates me made will n e c e s s ~ l y
limit the tot& number sf habitat units that can be sampled for
estimation of fish numbers. En the absence of such cdibration,
however, it is impossible to generate.estimates of true fish abundance based on counts sf fish made visually while snorkeling.
The proprtisnal bias of diver counts may vary mong individuals in different surveys, and may &sol depend on survey conditions rand habitat cchxactekstics such as flow, depth? cover,
turbidity, md water tempramre (G, H. Reeves, unpubl. obs. ;
Gardiner 1984). Even under the most favorable conditions,
diver counts by hemselves are nosing more thm rough indicators of true abundmce.
We addressed the requkement for edibration by applying a
multiple pass removal method estimator in a subsmple sf those
units within which fish were counted by divers md by using
only those removal method estimates that apwmed to be highly
accwate. m i s device was not entkely satisfacloq because the
true number sf fish present in these units was not h s w n with
cerainty md because certain units could not be wed for calibration because of umeliable removal method estimates. Also,
to obtain ~ n i m d l yadequate sample sizes fir calibration, we
had to assume that diver counts and tme fish numbers were
related in the same fashion across d l reaches of the stream for
a given habitat type. Although this method of calibration was
less tkm ideal, it did provide an objective basis for judging the
bias md reliability of diver counts sf fish, We welcome my
suggesions for alternative methods sf calibmtion.
ComeBations between diver counts and accurate estimates of
fish abundmce were quite high (r 3 0.84),except for steelhead
trout in pools $r = 8.61). The Isw comelation for steelhead
trout may be att~butableto the behavior md microhabitat utilization sf juvenile trout in psols. Tmut were closely associated
with the bottom substrate and were sftea difficult to see. In
conwast, coho sdmon were more sudze-o~entedmd were
easier to observe, paticulaly when light intensity was reduced.
Hatman (11965) reported similar diffe~ncesin ~ c r o h a b i b t
dis~butionof coho salmon md stwlhead trout. Everest and
Chapman (1972) also found steelheadtrout in pssls to be closely
associated with the substrate,
The behavior& responses of coho salmon and steelhead trout
to the presence of divers also differed. Trout were more skitterish and moved to cover more quickly a d kquentIy than
salmon, especially in smaller units. Because of this difference
in behaviord response to divers, the protoco1 used by divers
diately upon ewteGang a pool md
was to scan the bottom i
t s count trout before salmon.
The patterns sf Qis~bution
and a b u n h c e of habitat units
md fish numhm that we found in Cnmmins Creek suggest that
attempts to assess fish abundance based on so-called "representative reaches' ' are unlikely to provide meaningful notions
of true fish abmdmee. We found substantid ehmges in size
and composition sf habitat units md in fish species composi~on
md abundmce along the length of this stream. About. twice as
many fish were found in pssls in the lower section of Cu
Creek than in the middle or upper sections. Average fish densities (per unit area) in pools were from 4 ts 15 times those in
riffles. Essentially no 1 steelhead trout or juvenile eshs
salmon were present in riffles in the upper section. Mean pool
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size was lager md p o l s made up a greater proption of totd
habitat m a in the lower section than in the middle and upper
swtions . These examples suggest that ex&aplation from data
collected in only one or several "~pregnhtive"reaches could
give a highly biased a d very isleading picture of true fish
abundmce.
These changes in dishbution of habitat unit sizes and fish
numkrs dso support our c o n s ~ c t i o nof habitat typ/Iocation
abundance SUlTey8 C O U t&e
~ ~ f~u6hX&%sZ%lhge
§&ah.
of these changes in d i s ~ b u ~ oofnhabitat unit sizes md fish
numkm by alimathg sampling effort according to esthates
of first stage variation (3:) within different habitat typ/l~cation
strata*Estimates of for coho salmon md It 9 steehead trout
were 1122. % and 93.4, respctively, in lower riffles, 20.8 md
16.8 in middk riffles, md were both zero in upper rifles (no
fish were present). For coho salmon in pools, estimates of S:
were 328-8, 87 .'$, md 4.0 in l~wer,middle, md upper pools,
~spctively.According to rules for optimal (Neymm) dlocation in stratified smpling (Cmhm 1977, Section 5.5.), smp%esizes per habitat typ/lmation stratum should be proprtional to the products of the stratum size (number of habitat
units) a d the square root of 3.Thusr opthal dloeation of the
ins Creek survey would result in selection of a luge s m pie size from the lower reach, an inkmediate sample size from
the middle reach, md a smdi sample size from the upper reach.
Optimal systematic smpling intends might be It in 3, B in 6,
a d I in 12 in lower, middle, md upper reaches, respectively.
We believe that the sapling designs we have presented in
this paper will prove practical for estimating fish abundance
and habitat areas in many small streams. The success of this
kind of sampling design will depend, however, on the exprience sf field personnel md OW accurate boo&eeping during
survey activities. Divers must be explplenced, md they must
have established protocols for commu~catingwith one mother
and for recording fish nunhers by species m&or spcies/ageclass. Individuals responsible for iden~ffinghabitat unit types
md Wagging units for later sampling by divers must maintain
accurate independent n u m k h g sequencesfor each habitat unit
type. Any lapse of bo&eeping will result in failure to sample
a unit or in sampling a unit that should not appear in a systematic
sample. If such emors are frequent rather than rare, they may
seriously compromise my vdid statistical analysis of collected
survey data using f ~ m u l a spresented in this paper. The solid
p d o m m c e of a stream survey based on visual estimation that
we report in this paper can only be achieved with expieneed
divers and with careful atentiow to the details of bmaeeping.

We t h d Hrmk kane, T~OEMS
Dewbemy, Gary Srasac, and Rob
Hmnemm for their assistance in collection of field data.
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Appendix. Some Cornmen@on Our Use of
Sptematk Sampling
We have proposed the use of systematic selection of habitat
units to circumvent the need for a preexisting map of dl habitat
unit locations, and to simplify selection of units in a practical
field setting. Syskmatic selection of units will o u t p d o m simple random selection when there is a linear trend of fish numk r s with unit Iscation, md will perfam as well as simple rmdom selection when fish numbers me urnelated to habitat unit
p r l y when here
locations. Systernatic selection will p e ~ o m
is a regular pri&ic trend of fish numbers with unit locations,
md when the systemtic selection intend, k, coincides with
such a trend (e.g. see Cockm 1997, Sections 8.6-8.8). We
regard the possibility of this last situation as remote in the context of smdl stream surveys.
M%ew systematic selection of units is used, however, equation (9) will give a statistically unbiased estimate of true total
fish numbers only if WBe -- n (i .e. N/k gives an integer result),
or if a ckculw systematic selection method is used to ensure
that sample size is fixed (Mur&y l9'7'7, Section 5.2). In practice, it is unlikely that N/kwill give an integer result. Also, the
device of circular ssytemastic selection may be imprac~calin a
stream survey context.
A statistically unbiased estimator for the total number of fish
within a habitat tse/lwation straturn e m be obtained using a
simple mdification of equation (9) (Murthy 1977, Section 5.1):

Quation (9" compensates for the fact &at9when N/k P n , the
sample size n may take on one of two different vdues depending on the unit lwation of the original random stat. We have
not advocakd routine use of this well-hown unbiased estimator, however.
We have hesitated to recommend general use of equation (9')
because field experience in application of ow proposed a m pling designs suggests &at one or mme units that should a p p a
in a systematic sample may be missed due to booBeeping or
other e m r s (see h Application). If a unit were missed, then
the sum of estimated unit totals for s m p l d units would differ
b r n the expected tatd (for a particular systematic sample) by
the b t d for the missed unit. In such a situation, application of

equation (9') would eref fore result in a very serious negative
bias. If execution of the proposed design were flawless (i.e. no

units were missed), however, use of equation (9') would be
preferred to use of equation (9).
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